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Abstract: In this short article, we nonperturbatively derive a recursive formula for the Green's function associated
with nitely many point Dirac delta potentials in one dimension. We extend this formula to the one for the Dirac
delta potentials supported by regular curves embedded in two-dimensional manifolds and for the Dirac delta potentials
supported by two-dimensional compact manifolds embedded in three-dimensional manifolds. Finally, this formulation
allows us to nd the recursive formula of the Green's function for the point Dirac delta potentials in two- and three-
dimensional Riemannian manifolds, where the renormalization of coupling constant is required.
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1. Introduction
Dirac delta potentials are considered as toy models in many dierent areas of physics. One of the best well-
known example is the so-called Kronig{Penney model in condensed matter physics (see [1] and [2] for further
applications in atomic and molecular physics, and [3] for other applications). The subject attracts vast amount
of attention in the mathematics literature as well. One rigorous way of dening them is by the theory of self-
adjoint extension of symmetric operators [3]. Moreover, the study of Dirac delta potentials in more than one
dimension provides a pedagogical framework of understanding the renormalization in a simpler context, namely
in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics [4].
In [5], an explicit recursive formula for the Green's function G(n+1)(x; y) corresponding to a Hamiltonian
containing a sum of n + 1 point Dirac delta-function potentials of arbitrary positions and strengths in terms
of G(n)(x; y) and the additional n + 1 point Dirac delta-function potential parameters has been found in one
dimension. The main idea was based on the Lippmann{Schwinger equation written in the operator form:
G = G0  G0 V G , where G = (H   E) 1 and G0 = (H0   E) 1 are the full Green and free Green operators,
respectively (they are also called resolvent). They are dened in [5] with a negative sign but it is just a matter
of convention. Here V represents the interaction. In this case, V is a sum of the Dirac delta function potentials
with dierent coupling constants i .
First of all, Green's function G(1)(x0; x) = hx0jG(1)jxi for one Dirac delta function potential is computed
explicitly by solving the Lippmann{Schwinger equation iteratively and by summing the innite Born series.
Then the second delta function potential from the full Hamiltonian is separated and then the Green's function
G(2)(x0; x) is successively solved from the Lippmann{Schwinger equation. This perturbation expansion is
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similarly calculated and given explicitly by the equation (21) in [5]. Finally, one obtains the Green's function
G(n+1)(x0; x) in terms of G(n)(x0; x) by induction. The formula is very useful from computational and numerical
point of view since the number of calculations goes like n , whereas the number of calculations from the direct
formula of Green's function goes like n2 .
However, this recursive formula is based on summing the Born series and its convergence is guaranteed
if we impose that the coupling constants i are suciently small. Hence the recursive formula found in [5]
is only valid under the above condition. However, we show here that we actually do not need to impose any
condition for the convergence of the series. Instead we derive exactly the same result without consulting any
perturbation expansion. One of the aims of this paper is to derive a recursion formula for the Green's function
of the problems including Dirac delta potentials in a shorter and nonperturbative way. This is performed by
writing the interactions as a sum of projection operators.
Moreover, after establishing the recursive formula, we also consider the Dirac delta potentials supported
by curves embedded in two-dimensional manifolds and Dirac delta potentials supported by two-dimensional
compact manifolds embedded in three-dimensional manifolds. These two models have been investigated in
[6, 7]. The at space versions of these models are studied from the self-adjoint extension point of view and they
are considered as a model for impurities in semiconductor quantum wires [8]. Here we show that the recursive
formula for the Green's function of these systems can also be found similarly. Finally, we extend these recursion
formulas to the point Dirac delta potentials in two- and three-dimensional Riemannian manifolds, where the
renormalization is required.
2. Recursive formula for Green's functions through a nonperturbative approach
The Hamiltonian of the system for a particle interacting with n+1 Dirac delta interactions supported by nitely
many points located at ai with strengths or coupling constants i in one dimension is formally given by
H =   ~
2
2m
d2
dx2
 
n+1X
i=1
i(x  ai) : (1)
We can also write this Hamiltonian in the following abstract form in terms of the projection operator:
H = H0  
n+1X
i=1
ijaiihaij ; (2)
where jaii is the Dirac ket in the appropriate Hilbert space and H0 is the free Hamiltonian (it could even include
regular potentials). We work out the resolvent formula of H associated with n + 1 Dirac delta potentials in
terms of the resolvent formula associated with n Dirac delta potentials. For that purpose, let us assume that
the two Dirac kets j i and ji are related in such a way that the equality (H  E)j i = ji is satised. Then
we have 24H0   E   n+1X
j=1
j jajihaj j
35 j i = ji ; (3)
assuming complex number E 62 Spec(H0). Separating the n+ 1 th term we get24H0   E   nX
j=1
j jajihaj j
35 j i = n+1jan+1ihan+1j i+ ji : (4)
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If we dene G(n) = (H0  
Pn
j=1 j jajihaj j  E) 1 as the resolvent for the n Dirac delta centers, and act G(n)
on both sides of the above equation from the left, we nd
j i = G(n)ji+ n+1G(n)jan+1ihan+1j i : (5)
Projecting this onto han+1j , we obtain
han+1j i = han+1jG
(n)ji
1  n+1han+1jG(n)jan+1i : (6)
Substituting this result into (5) we can read the resolvent formula for n+1 Dirac delta center problem, and so
we obtain the resolvent formula or equivalently resolvent kernel (Green's function) for (n+ 1) centers in terms
of the Green's function for n centers and the parameters of n+ 1 th delta center:
G(n+1)(x; y) = G(n)(x; y) +
n+1G
(n)(x; an+1)G
(n)(an+1; y)
1  n+1G(n)(an+1; an+1) ; (7)
which is exactly same main result of the paper [5]. Here we have derived the same formula in a nonperturbative
way and without assuming the validity of the convergence of the perturbation series.
We now consider the same problem with n Dirac delta centers. If we act G
(n)
0 on (3) for n delta centers
from the left we nd
j i = G(n)0
nX
j=1
j jajihaj j i+G(n)0 ji : (8)
By projecting haij from the left, we nd a matrix equation from which we can nd haj j i . Substituting this
into the above formula, we obtain the Green's function
G(n)(x; y) = G
(n)
0 (x; y) +
nX
i;j=1
G
(n)
0 (x; ai)
 1
ij G
(n)
0 (aj ; y) ; (9)
where
ij =
8<:
1
i
 G(n)0 (ai; ai) if i = j
  G(n)0 (ai; aj) if i 6= j:
: (10)
This formula reveals the fact that we have to make n2 number of calculations to compute the Green's
functions, whereas the recursive formula only requires n number of calculations. Hence, the recursive formula
is computationally and numerically useful.
3. Recursion formula of Green's function for Dirac delta potentials supported by curves and
surfaces
Once the above nonperturbative calculations are established, we can also generalize the recursive formula for the
Green's functions for the Dirac delta potentials supported by curves and surfaces. However, this generalization
can only be seen easily from the above nonperturbative approach. It is rather dicult to see the result from
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the original perturbative calculations. In order to nd the recursion formula we rst need to recall some basic
denitions of Dirac delta functions supported by curves and surfaces.
Let   : I ! RD be a regular curve in RD . Then the Dirac delta function supported by   is dened as
a distribution by [9]
h ; i =
Z
 
 ds (11)
for any test function  . Here ds is the integration element over the curve   parametrized by s . Similarly, the
Dirac delta function supported by a regular surface S is dened by
hS ; i =
ZZ
S
 d2S (12)
for any test function  . Here d2S =
p
gdudv is the integration element over the surface S in local coordinates
(u; v) and g is the determinant of the induced metric on S .
As is well known, the point Dirac delta function located at a is dened through h; i = (a), and from
this we usually write the following formal expressionZ
RD
dDr (r  a)(r) = (a) (13)
so that we can use the symbol (r  a) formally. Similarly, we can also deduce the formal expression for Dirac
delta functions supported by a regular curve   through the relation
h ; i =
Z
RD
dDr  (r)(r)
=
Z
RD
dDr
Z
 
ds (x  x(s); y   y(s); z   z(s))

(r) ; (14)
where the parametric equations for the curve   are given by x = x(s), y = y(s), and z = z(s). The formal
expression of the Dirac delta functions supported by a regular surface S is similarly given by
hS ; i =
Z
RD
dDr S(r)(r)
=
Z
RD
dDr
Z
S
d2S (x  x(u; v); y   y(u; v); z   z(u; v))

(r) : (15)
Furthermore, one can also dene the Dirac delta function supported by a curve   : I ! M embedded in a
D -dimensional Riemannian manifold (M; ~g) and Dirac delta function supported by a isometrically embedded
two-dimensional compact Riemannian submanifold (; g) of a three-dimensional ambient Riemannian manifold
(M; ~g). Then the above denitions (14) and (15) take the following forms:
h ; i =
Z
M
d~g(x)  (x)(x) =
Z
M
d~g(x)
Z
 
d~gs ~g(x; (s))

(x) ; (16)
h; i =
Z
M
d~g(x) (x)(x) =
Z
M
d~g(x)
Z

dg(x
0) ~g(x0; x)

(x) ; (17)
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respectively. Here d~g(x
0) is the measure on the embedded submanifold at x0 2  (it is found from the pull-
back of the Riemannian volume element on M ) and d~g(x) is the measure on the Riemannian manifold at the
point x 2M .
We will now consider two more models including Dirac delta potentials supported by curves and compact
manifolds embedded in higher dimensional Riemannian manifolds. They have been rst studied in [6, 7]. Let
us rst consider a generalized Schrodinger operator with n+1 Dirac delta interactions, whose supports are arc-
length parametrized nonintersecting closed curves  i of length Li embedded in a two-dimensional Riemannian
manifold (M; ~g), i.e.
hxjHj i =   ~
2
2m
r2~g (x) 
n+1X
i=1
i
Li
Z
 i
d~gs ~g(x; i(s))
Z
 i
d~gs  ( i(s)) = E (x) : (18)
Similar to the problem for point Dirac delta potential in one dimension, we can write the above Hamiltonian
in terms of projection operators:
H = H0  
n+1X
i=1
i
Li
j iih ij ; (19)
where j ii is the ket vector in the appropriate Hilbert space and dened through hxj ii =
R
 i
d~gs ~g(x; i(s)).
However, this above Hamiltonian is exactly the same form as (2) except for the factor i is replaced by i=Li
and jaii is replaced by  i . Then the recursion relation for the Green's function becomes
G(n+1)(x; y) = G(n)(x; y) +
(n+1=Ln+1)G
(n)(x; n+1)G
(n)( n+1; y)
1  (n+1=Ln+1)G(n)( n+1; n+1) ; (20)
where
G(n)( n+1; n+1) = h n+1jG(n)j n+1i
=
Z
MM
d~g(x) d~g(y) h n+1jxi G(n)(x; y) hyj n+1i : (21)
Finally, we can also consider the Dirac delta interactions supported by a isometrically embedded two-dimensional
compact submanifold  in a three-dimensional ambient manifold M . The generalized Schrodinger equation is
given by
  ~
2
2m
r2~g (~x) 
n+1X
i=1
i
V (i)
Z
i
dg(x
0) ~g(x0; ~x)
Z

dg(x
00) (x00) = E (~x) ; (22)
where V () is the volume of the submanifold . This Hamiltonian can be formally written as a sum of
projection operators
H = H0  
n+1X
i=1
i
V (i)
jiihij ; (23)
where h~xjii =
R
i
dg(x
0) ~g(x0; ~x). Since this is exactly the same form as in the previous two models, the
result is immediate, i.e.
G(n+1)(x; y) = G(n)(x; y) +
(n+1=V (n+1))G
(n)(x;n+1)G
(n)(n+1; y)
1  (n+1=V (n+1))G(n)(n+1;n+1) : (24)
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4. Recursion formula of Green's function for Dirac delta potentials in two- and three-dimensional
manifolds
We can also extend the above recursion formula to the case when we have many point Dirac delta potentials
in two- and three-dimensional Riemannian manifolds. However, this case requires the renormalization of the
coupling constants [10]. The renormalization is necessary for Dirac delta potentials only when codimension is
two and three in contrast to the above cases, where codimension is one. In order to nd the recursion formula
for Green's functions, let us rst shortly review the construction of the regularized Green's function and then
the renormalization procedure given in [10]. The Shrodinger equation for a single particle moving in two- and
three-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M; g) and interacting with attractive point Dirac delta potentials
g(x; ai) supported by a nite set of isolated points ai 2M is formally given by
  ~
2
2m
r2g (x) 
NX
j=1
jg(x; aj) (x) = E (x) ; (25)
where r2g = 1pdet(g)
PD
i;j=1
@
@xi

gij
p
det(g) @@xj

is the Laplace{Beltrami operator, g(x; aj) is dened for-
mally from the relation
R
M dg(x) g(x; ai)f(x) = f(ai), and dg(x) is the Riemannian volume element.
Moreover, we suppose that ai 6= aj for i 6= j . Similar to the one-dimensional case, we can express the in-
teraction term as a sum of the projection operators jajihaj j , where the ket jaji is dened in the appropriate
Hilbert space and hxjaji = g(x; aj). The most natural regularization in Riemannian manifolds is the heat
kernel function Kt(x; y). Since limt!0+ Kt(x; y) = g(x; y) in the distributional sense, we will replace the point
Dirac delta function by a heat kernel so that we have a regularized Hamiltonian. In the abstract formal form,
we will solve the following inhomogeneous Schrodinger equation to nd the regularized Green's function:24H0   E   nX
j=1
j()jajihaj j
35 j i = ji ; (26)
where hxjaji = K=2(x; aj) and the coupling constants j are functions of the cut-o parameter  . Acting the
operator (H0   E) 1 = G(n)0 from the left of both sides, we obtain
j i = G(n)0
nX
j=1
j()jajihaj j i+G(n)0 ji : (27)
By projecting haij from the left, we nd a matrix equation from which we can nd haj j i . Substituting this
into the above formula, we obtain the regularized resolvent
G(n) = G
(n)
0 +
nX
i;j=1
G
(n)
0 jaii 1ij ()haj jG(n)0 ; (28)
where
ij() =
8<:
1
i()
  hai jG(n)0 jaii if i = j
  hai jG(n)0 jaji if i 6= j:
: (29)
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If we follow the same line of arguments as in the one-dimensional Dirac delta potential, we have also
G(n+1) = G(n) +
n+1()G
(n)jan+1ihan+1jG(n)
1  n+1()G(n)(an+1; an+1)
: (30)
Here we have hxjG(n)0 jyi = G(n)0 (x; y) =
R1
0
dt
~ Kt(x; y)e
tE=~ and hai jG(n)0 jaji = G(n)0 (ai ; aj)
=
R
MM dg(x) dg(y) K(x; ai)G
(n)
0 (x; y)K(aj ; y). If we choose the coupling constants
1
i()
=
Z 1

dt
~
K(ai; ai)e
 t2i ; (31)
for all i = 1; : : : ; n+1, sandwich (30) between hxj and jyi , and then take the limit ! 0+ , we get a recursion
relation for the renormalized Green's functions
G(n+1)(x; y) = G(n)(x; y) +
G(n)(x; an+1)G
(n)(an+1; y)
n+1n+1  
Pn
i;j=1G
(n)
0 (an+1; ai)
 1
ij G
(n)
0 (aj ; an+1)
 ; (32)
where  2i is the bound state energy of the particle associated with the ith Dirac delta center in the absence
of all other centers and ij is called the renormalized principal matrix and given by
ij =
8><>:
Z 1
0
dt
~
Kt(ai; ai)

e t
2
i =~   etE=~

if i = j
 
Z 1
0
dt
~
Kt(ai; aj)e
tE=~ if i 6= j:
: (33)
Here <(E) < 0 in order to make the integral convergent and it can be analytically continued to the other
regions of the complex plane. As a nal remark, we must also emphasize that we can also nd the recursion
formula for many Dirac delta function potentials supported by curves in three-dimensional manifolds, where
renormalization is also required. This could be done by following the same line of arguments given above and
the result is formally the same.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have derived nonperturbatively an analytical recursive formula for the Green's function
associated with the dierent kinds of Dirac delta function potentials in curved spaces. Hence, this work is
an extension of the work [5] to the several dimensions and to the dierent kinds of Dirac delta potentials. In
contrast to the perturbative approach given in [5], we have here derived the same form of the formula in a more
elegant way and show that it has a generic form independent of the space where the Dirac delta potentials are
embedded and their types.
Since the derivation of the recursion formula is rather general, that is, it is independent of the form
of H0 , the recursion formula also works for a one-dimensional relativistic Salpeter Hamiltonian, where H0 =p
P 2 +m2 . The general recursive formula that we have found could be useful in applications in condensed matter
physics and mesoscopic systems, where the Dirac delta potentials (point, supported by curves or surfaces) could
be considered as a model for large numbers of impurities in semiconductor quantum wires.
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